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Due to large amounts of oxygen required for space travel, a method 
of mining, transporting, and storing th i s  oxygen i n  space wuld 
facilitate fur ther  space exploration. 
specifically with the methods for transporting liquid oxygen fran 
the lunar surface to the Lunar Orbit (LO) space station, and then to 
Laer Earth O r b i t  (LW) space station. 
The following project deals  
!ha vehicles have been designed for operation betwen LE3 space 
statim and Lo space station. 
aerobraked design vehicle. 
(Orv) is capable of transporting 5000 l h  of payload to LO while 
returning to W w i t h  60,000 l h n  of liquid oxygen, and t h u s  meeting 
mission requirements. The second vehicle can del iver  18,000 lbm of 
The first of these vehicles is an 
The aerobraked Orbital Transfer Vehicle 
i 
paylaad to LO and is capable of bringing 6O,OOO lbm of l iquid oxygen 
back torn. - 
A lunar landing vehicle has also been designed for operation 
betteen LO and the established moon base. 
delivering sane 20,000 l h n  of payload to LO space station. 
can be -e3 of a l l  liquid oxygen or it  my be a &ination of 
liquid oxygen and other materials and equipnent. 
Th i s  vehicle is capable of 
This  payload 
The use of an electmmagnetic railgun as a method for launching the 
The feasibil i ty of the railgun lunar lander has also been investigated. 
is doubtful a t  t h i s  t ime;  h w r ,  f u t u r e  developments my mke i t  a 
viable choice. 
A system of spheres has also been designed for proper storing and 
transporting of the liquid axygen. The system deals w i t h  spheres to be 
used primarily i n  re turn ing  the oxygen fram the lunar surface to the Lo 
space station, and then to L#) space station. 
mans for transferring the liquid oxygen frun tank to tank is 
operational . 
The sys t em assums a safe 
A sophisticated life support system has also been developed for 
both the OTV and the lunar lander. 
as the vehicle environment, waste m g e m e n t ,  water requirements, fmd 
requirements, and oxygen requirements. 
Th i s  system focuses on such factors  
ii 
The Lunar Surface Return m p j e c t ,  which i s  currently being 
investigated by a nlrmber of people, involves establishing a permanent 
mned lunar base for producing oxygen f m  oxygen rich lunar rocks and 
mnducting scientific experiments. U s i n g  oxygen frcnn the mom w i l l  save 
millions of  dollars when launching deeper space missions from Earth 
orbit. This report fran Auburn University examines a part of that  
project-the design of an orbital transfer vehicle (arV) to operate 
between low Earth and lunar orbits. 
w i l l  he to return a paylaad of 60,000 lhn of lunar oxygen to low Earth 
orbit (Leo). A lunar lander (LL) i s  p-ed to bring the oxygen f r m  
2" p r h r y  functim of the arV 
the surface to lunar orbit (Lo). The Orv w i l l  also be capable of 
carrying supplies to lunar orbit as t e l l  as  transporting personnel for 
crew rotations. 
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T h i s  report is the r e s u l t  of a grant awarded to the Aerospace 
Engineering Department of Auburn University by the USRA (Universities 
Space Research Association). The project, carried out by the senior 
design class mmisting of approximately f o r t y  students, was directed by 
Dr. James 0. Nichols  who is an Associate Professor i n  the Aerospace 
Engineering Department a t  Auburn. Dr. N i c h o l s  has taught the design 
class, which is a three quarter series, for several years. 
During the first quarter of the design series, the students 
organized themselves into specialized groups to investigate the various 
aspects of the  space project. The ~roups then began an extensive 
literature search in order to gain a basic understanding of their chosen 
topic and to gather current, technical information. W i t h  t h i s  data, 
basic design ideas were developed and conceptual configurations were 
formed. 
The second quarter was the primary design stage i n  which students 
began the actual design and redesign process. Size, performance, 
requirements, etc. were determined by each group and then coordinated 
betwen the ~roups tokard a final wnfiguration. 
technical support was provided by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, 
Huntsville, Alabama through meetings with ESLSA persumel. 
During t h i s  stage 
During the final stages, or third quarter, t h e  "finishing touches" 
were put an the design as each group organized their material i n to  a 
report. These reports =re i n  t u r n  canbined into this final project 
report. 
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Before beginning the design, several assumpions were made 
concerning support facilities. 
i n  the mid 1990's or after deployment of the pemnently manned la? 
Earth orbit space station which w i l l  provide docking, repair, and 
maintenance facil i t ies for the O'lV. A space s h u t t l e  or similar vehicle 
w i l l  supply the space station and O'lV with any  needed materials as -11 
as re turn  persannel to Earth. 
The operational date for the O'lV w i l l  be 
me lunar base is also assumed to be f u l l y  established and 
operational. 
aid i n  transferring oxygen and supplies betwen the LL and the O'lV. 
The existence of a lunar space statim or platform w i l l  
lbo cwnfigurations for an O!W are discussed in t h i s  report-a 
retro-braked vehicle and an aeraassist braked vehicle. 
exhibited merits and enough advantages to prove itself feasible. 
difficult to pick a superior design because many of the advantages/ 
disadvantages are technological, and w i t h  technology progressing as 
rapidly as it  is mw, the  best design today may not be the most optimal 
design by the operational date. 
along with their advantages and disadvantages. 
Each design 
It is 
Therefore, both designs are presented 
v i i i  
Aerhaps the strongest argument for the retro-braked OTV is its use  
of current technology, most of which has already been proven i n  space 
flight. By using current, proven technology, the t ime  a d  cost asso- 
ciated with resexzhing and developing new technology can be avoided; 
thus s o l u t i o n s  to design problems can be caplet& with more certainty. 
New technology is also p a s s i b l y  the strongest argument against an aero- 
assist braked OW. 
and uncertain, and irregularities in the atmosphere &e predicting 
results difficult . 
The theory of aeraassist braking is relatively new 
Because of these facts, the ret-braked arV w i l l  be safer for 
transporting persumel. 
fore is never i n  danger fran the high heat loads caused by friction. 
The ezqines chosen in t h i s  design are very reliable, and are capable of 
executing the required v e l o c i t y  changes, even if one engine should fail .  
Due to the choice of engines, accelerations/decelerations never 
The deceleration during aero- 
me OW never enters the atmosphere and there- 
exceed one g i n  the ret-braked m. 
assist braking &d & three to four times this value. 
loads would increase structural stresses and passenger discanfort. 
major disadvantage of the retro-braked OTV, however, occurs during 
re turn  to Earth orbit when the aercassist design muld provide the most 
benefit. It is estimated that a-st 180,000 l b m  of propellant used in 
slowing the retro-braked OTV could be saved w i t h  the aercassist design. 
Due to the other advantages, however, this design deserves 
considera tion . 
These higher g- 
The 
1 
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The retro-braked design consists of four pr immy parts: the  
propulsion uni t ,  the carmand module, the payload unit, and the frontal  
mmeuvering unit  (Figure 1.1) . !The payload u n i t  depicted in the figure 
is the oxygen sphere/basket unit. As w i l l  be seen, each of the major 
canponents is small enough to fit i n t o  the payload bay of the  present 
day space shuttle. This fact w i l l  allow e a s y  transportation to space 
where the arV can be assembled. 
carmand Wule 
Since the operational date is after the developnent of the space 
station, sane mst can be saved by using a modified space stat ion module 
for the CWrmaRd module. 
b a s i c a l l y  the same, differing mainly i n  the type of canponents w i t h  
which they are equipped. 
statim is to be used for sleeping quarters for a crew of eight to 
The proposed modules for the space stat ion are 
For exanple, one of the modules for the space 
twelve. m v e r ,  the s h e l l  (outer-most structure) of a l l  the modules 
w i l l  remain sanewhat standardized. 
The intended crew of the OTV will have no more than three or f o u r  
members. This  number allorcrs enougb crew to operate the arV and a l so  
allow crew rotations fran the n m z ~ .  By shortening the length of one 
space statim module to 23 ft8 i t  can be adapted to function as a 
CarmaRd and l iv ing  module. 
navigation, carmunications, and piloting equipnent for the proper 
This  module w i l l  contain a l l  necessary 
operation of the transfer vehicle as well as provide q l e  space for 
sleeping quarters and other necessary life support s y s t e m .  This  
2 
c 
cwrmand module, fitted w i t h  the previously mentioned equipment, w i l l  
have a total mass  of approximately 8000 lbm and is shown i n  Figure 1.2. 
The cammnd module w i l l  be attached imnediately i n  front of the  
prqwlsion unit via a standardized docking callar. The propulsion u n i t  
w i l l  be qui@ w i t h  a reinforced docking mechanism capable of 
withstanding the forces generated by the firing of the main engines. 
Assuming more than one vehicle is built, the docking mechanism on the 
propuZsion u n i t  w i l l  a l l w  different canbinations of propulsion uni ts  
and carmand modules to be joined. Thus, if one u n i t  is down due to 
repir or maintenance, the rest of the vehicle w i l l  rernain operational. 
Frontal Manewering U n i t  
Z%e most a f t  portion of the transfer vehicle is the propulsion 
unit. 
the payload units. 
to encase the f u e l  spheres, there is no p l a e  ahead of the canmnd 
module suitable for the positioning of t h e  forward manewering 
thrusters. 
vehicle is used. 
to the cargo unit, allowing for directional control of the vehicle. 
This  u n i t  is shown i n  Figure 1.3. 
require tha t  t he  EMU be remotely mntrol led froin within the c a m ~ n d  
module. FWthezmore, video cameras w i l l  be mounted cn t he  to 
provide t h e  necessary viewing otherwise inhibited by the payload. 
D i r e c t l y  ahead of t h i s  is the caunand module which is followed by 
Since there is mly a simple skeletal  s t r u c t u r e  u s e d  
Therefore, a modified space statim orbital maneuvering 
!I% s l i g h t l y  smaller version w i l l  be attached d i r e c t l y  
The lack of external bracing w i l l  
me frontal  maneuvering u n i t  w i l l  not o n l y  be used to maintain 
directional control during orbital transfer, but  also to p i t i a n  t h e  
transfer vehicle so that  the propulsion u n i t  may be used for retro- 
braking during orbital insertion. This  unit, consisting of avionics, 
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E, and casing, w i l l  have a total mass of approximately 1800 lbm. As 
can be seen fram the  figure, t h e  unit contains the propellant tanks, 
pressure system, and thrusters necessary  for a self-contained unit. 
prawlsion Unit 
A detachable propulsion uni t  has been designed to allow for ease of 
replacement and use  an different carmand modules. The pruductian of 
l iquid oxygen (Lax) on the lunar surface fac i l i t a ted  the choice of 
hydrogen/oxygen engines. The decisian was  mde to u s e  f i ve  Watt and 
whi tney  W;-100 engines. The engine choice and mission requiraments a re  
discussed in the Propdsian and Mission Requirements section. 
It is obvious that a large amount of propellant w i l l  be needed to 
transport paylaad betteen t he  space stations. The tankage for the 
propellant presents a design problem of its' own i n  that suff ic ient  
volume is needed to c a r r y  a r& trip supp ly  of hydrogen. The LOX is 
assumed to be r e s u p l i e d  a t  the lunar orbit. 
distribution problems i t  was necessary to place the LUX tank along the 
In order to avoid mass 
arV's centerline, w i t h  three hydrogen tanks placed around the LOX tank. 
The mission requirement calculations revealed that  almost 56,000 l b m  of 
h@rcgen are needed for the round t r ip .  
f t  in length with spherical ends 7.5 ft  in radius are required to carry 
Three cylindrical tanks 29.07 
the needed hyaroSren. The size of the oxygen tank ms governed by the 
amount of oxygen needed for the f u l l y  l aded  r e t u r n  trip. A single 
cylindrical tank 23.2 f t  i n  length w i t h  spherical ends 7.5 f t  i n  radius 
is suff ic ient  to carry the lMxirmrm required oxygen. 
An additional function of the propulsion unit is as a location for 
the a f t  reaction control system (E). This KCS w i l l  function 
independently of the forward KCS i n  that  the propellant storage and feed 
systems are separate. The location of the RCS th rus te rs  as well as the  
entire propulsion un i t  aze shorn i n  Figure 1.4. 
w i l l  be covered with a layer of insulation of low absorptance/dttance 
The propulsion unit 
of about 0.2 and the oxygen tank w i l l  be sepxately wrapped to help keep 
the propellants in  liquid form. A total dry mass of the propulsion un i t  
is appraximately 10,200 lhn. 
Payload U n i t  
In order to meet mission requirements a suitable method of 
returning large amounts of LOX to the Earth w a s  needed. 
handling and transport of the LQX a "basket system" has been developed. 
lb ease the 
This  system works on the same principal as the payload system for the  
aemassist braked design, and that section should be seen for detailed 
operation description. 
spherical tanks 9.5 f t  i n  diameter locked into a cagelike frame (Figure 
1.5) . 
ElW. 
assist in attaching or removing the basket fran the OTV. 
system f u l l y  loaded w i l l  allow enough LCX to be brought back to supply 
the next mission plus an additional 60,000 Ihn to be added to a 
stockpile. 
The retro-braked OTV system amtains five 
Th i s  frame can i n  turn be docked i n  l i ne  to the  OTV a f t  of the 
A craRe mechanism w i l l  be required a t  both space stations to 
me cage 
A t  this point nothing has been said to indicate haw the combination 
of the primary units are to be docked together to provide structural 
stability and integrity. It is proposed to l i n k  a l l  major units axially 
8 
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10 
to ensure that the propulsive thrust passes through the center of mass 
of the en t i r e  system, preventing any undesirable bending manents. 
- 
It is also suggested that if the docking mechanisms are not strong 
enough to provide adequate rigidity, then a collar mechanism is to be 
placed around the en t i r e  joint ,  r e su l t i ng  in an increase i n  rigidity. 
This  collar w i l l  not have to be attached to the elements themselves, b u t  
mere ly  fit  snugly between t h e m  to prevent excessive deflections. 
11 
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Pmpulsicn 
The main propulsion system w i l l  be called upon to make three  
primary v e l o c i t y  changes (four if an orbit inclination change is 
required) each half of the trip. The largest change w i l l  be to leave or 
reenter lw Earth orbit. An estimated change of velocity of 10,350 ft/s 
is required to accwrplisb this task. The next largest velocity change, 
appraximately 2690 ft/s, w i l l  be to establish or leave lunar O r b i t .  
third velocity change is about 180 ft/s allotted for a mid-course 
The 
correction, should it  be necessary. 
Various propulsion systems -re studied to find the most efficient 
One one available that &d meet the mission requirements of the O!W. 
of the mast attractive propulsion systems available is ion propulsion. 
Ion propulsicn systems u s e  a magnetic field to accelerate charged gas 
particles. The acceleration of these particles causes a thrust to be 
exerted m the  craft. The advantage of ion propllsicn systems is that 
they have very large values of specific impulse. 
the icn system is low thrust production. 
to the lw mss flow rates of the ion engines. 
sane engines reach as high as 6000 sec., ye t  the strongest thrust is 
found to be 0.5 newtons (Ref. 7). 
The major drawback of 
The lcw thrust is mainly  due 
The specific impulse of 
There are many methods for improving the performance of ion 
propulsim engines. Haever, none of these methods yield an engine 
anyshere close to the minirmrm design requirements for the OW. 
i n  the field of ion propulsiun is wntinuing and i t  my someday be a 
Research 
12 
feasible power s o u r c e  for an W, b u t  that time appears too far away to 
be realistically mnsidered for t h i s  design.. 
- 
hving eliminated ion propulsion, chemical systems seemed to be the 
best choice. 
qualities, oxygen res chosen as the oxidizer. Hydrogen kas chosen as 
the f u e l  since the d i n a t i o n  y i e l d s  a high specific inpulse and low 
mnbustion tenperature. Although hydrogen and oxygen have a high 
o p t h  weight ratio, they have a low molecular weight. 
Due to its abundance OR the mom and many desirable 
A Lax-hydrogen system m l d  combine to give a specific impulse 
passibly as high as 473 seconds. 
presently available with today's RL-loa3 engine can be improVea by 25 to 
30 seconds w i t h  applicaticn of advanced technology. 
important consideration i n  the definition of an W configuration and 
the related cost-performane trade-offs (Ref. 3) .  
"The 444 seconds of specific impulse 
This w i l l  be an 
The hydrogen and oxygen cambination is a cryogenic bipropellant 
which must be stored a t  extremely lw temperatures (Ref . 2) ; keeping the 
propellants in liquid form w i l l  be possible through the u s e  of pressure 
tanks, insulatian, and the cold of space. 
cent per d a y  is expected. 
A boiloff of about one per 
problems introduced with the u s e  of pressurized tanks are sloshing, 
keeping a m s t a n t  pressure, and maintaining a constant f u e l  flow. 
mree k a y s  to deal with these problems are: 1) a piston or diaphragm 
which can be moved through u s e  of an inert gas or hydraulics, 2)  a 
capillary harrier which w i l l  use the fluid's own surface tension to keep 
gas bubbles fran getting into the feed lines, or 3) the  use  of mll 
jets to give the rocket a forward mamenturn which in turn w i l l  force the 
13 
f u e l  tokard the p m p .  These methods are designed to keep down sloshing 
of fuel and also i n s u r e  a proper flw to the plmlps (Ref. 2) . 
- 
Should cooling be needed for the rocket nozzle there are several 
effective methods for achieving this: 
cooling, f i l m  cooling, insulation cooling, and oblative cooling. O f  the  
the methods inc lude  regenerative 
methods listed above, regenerative cooling seen~~ to be the  most 
effective. Regenerative cooling mrks by taking f u e l  fmn the storage 
tank and passing it through tubes p i t i o n e d  l e n g t h - w i s e  of the nozzle 
(Ref. 3) . T h i s  process serves t w  purposes: 1) cooling the inner walls 
of the nozzle and 2) preheating the fuel before entering the canbus t ion  
chamber. 
Even though LOX-hydrugen has a relatively low ambustion 
temperature, i t  is still high enough tu  cause dissociatim in the  
products. 
if recanbinaticn occurs in the nozzle. 
T h i s  dissociation takes use fu l  energy out of the flow, even 
Howver, LOX-hydrogen has  a 
relatively small amount of dissociation axpared to other fuel and 
oxidizer mixtures. 
me propulsion system consists of five RL-100 engines, each of 
which produces 15,000 lbs of thrust and has a mass flw rate of 31.1203 
lbm/s. This  system w i l l  produce a total thrust of 75,000 lbs. and have 
a total mass flw rate of 155.6 l h / s  (Ref. 1 4 ) .  The RL-100, which 
should be operational by the time Onr production begins, is 
regeneratively cooled and w i l l  have a life expectancy of 10 hours or 300 
firings. me selection ms based cn choasing the minimum number of 
engines to keep burn times belw engine specifications and still provide 
enough thrust to perform the  mission. The minimum number of engines was 
desired to keep the d ry  weight low. 
14 
Mission R e q u  'rements 
Table 1.1 shows a mass breakdown of the OW. 
(dry mass) ms determined to be about 25,650 lbm. 
propulsion system, 19,500 lhn of paylaad can be delivered to the moon 
w i t h  the O!IV still able to return a surplus of 60,000 lbm of oxygen to 
low Earth orbit. 
the payload u n i t  itself.) 
The mass of the OTV 
W i t h  the chosen 
(Mte: O f  this 19,500 lhm, approximately 1,800 l h  is 
Ihe following represents a typical mission for the OW. The total 
mass of the OTV leaving L X l  for the tr ip to lunar  orbit is 210,000 lbm. 
Of  t h i s  mass 25,650 l h  is the d r y  mass of the craft itself and 60,000 
Ibm is the  cargo carried to lunar orbit. 
cargo, 40,500 l h  is hydrogen needed for the  r e t u r n  t r ip  to m. 
assumed that a l l  of the oxygen necessary for the r e t u r n  tr ip w i l l  be 
supplied by the lunar system. 
orbit, 124,350 Ibm is propellant used for propulsim to lunar orbit- 
17,200 lhn hydrogen, 103,202 lh oxygen, and 3948 1 h  boiloff. 
change and time required for each firing is shown in Table 1.2. 
Mte that of this 60,000 lbm, 
It is 
Of  the total OTV mass leaving Earth 
The mass 
Upon reaching lunar orbit the main oxygen tanks w i l l  be fi l led with 
227,000 lbm of oxygen that w i l l  be burned in t h e  flight frm lunar orbit 
to low Earth orbit. 
lbm. of oxygen to be transferred back to LID. 
60,000 is the required cargo and 103,200 l h  is the amount necessary for 
the next t r ip  to lunar orbit. 
460,000 lhm. 
transfer. 
The payload spheres w i l l  be fi l led w i t h  163,202 
O f  this 163,202 lbm, 
The total mass leaving lunar orbit is 
Table 1.3 shows a mass breakdown of the lunar to Earth 
!he total burn time for the entire mission is approximately 41 min. 
This value gives the prapulsion unit a life expectancy of 14 missions 
1 5  
P ~ P U I S I W  UNIT 
oxwen Tank (1) 
RL-100 Engines (5) 
P r e s s u r i z a t i o n  and Feed 
External Insula tian 
Reaction Control S y s t e m  
S t r u t s  
H # ~ ~ g ~ ? n T a n k  (3) - 
Engine Truss 
Subtotal 
Case 
E x t e r n a l  I n s u l a t i o n  
Electrical Rxer (Fuel C e l l s )  
Avionics 
L i f e  S u p p r t  
Subtotal 
Reaction Control S y s t e m  
Avionics 
Casing 
Subtotal 
*king Provisions 
lV!lXL DRY REIQd" 
m s  (lbm) 
1,200. 
4,800. 
2,175. 
770. 
300. 
1,295. 
110. 
500. 
11,150. 
MISS (lbm) 
8,000. 
603 . 
662 . 
2,000. 
1,000. 
12,265. 
MRSS (lh) 
1,295. 
200. 
300. 
1,795. 
m s  (lbm) 
440. 
25,650 lbm 
Table  1.1. Estimated Mass Breakdom 
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lrhnewer 
Perfonned 
Exi t  LEO 
Mid-coUrse 
Correction 
Establish 
lunar orbit 
Velocity Propellant Time 
Qlange ( f t / s )  Required (lbm) Required (min) 
10,350 102,203 10.94 
180 1,243 .133 
2,690 16,956 1.82 
Zbtal O2 consqt im 103,202 ltm 
Zbtal H2 consrmption 17,200 lbm 
Total burn time 12.89 min 
Table 1.2. Mission Requirements for Lunar Transfer 
Manewer Velocity Pmpellant Time 
Performed change ( f t / s )  &cpired ( lbm)  Required (mh) 
Exit Lunar 
Orbit 2,690 73,200 7.84 
Mid-Course 
Correction 180 4 ,460 . 477 
Establish W 10,350 186,079 19.93 
Total O2 cansumption 226,062 lbm 
Zbtal H2 consrmption 37,677 lbm 
Total burn time 28.25 min 
Table 1.3. Mission Requirements for Lunar to Earth Transfer 
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between overhauls. Also, the  largest  g load experienced by the 
s t r u c t u r e  has a value of only 0.837 and is experienced during entry i n t o  
lunar orbit where the mass is the least. 
- 
Orv Sizinq 
Ilhis sectim discusses a quick Md easy method to determine the 
approxizmte W size required for various payloads. 
chart to illustrate the Orv performance limits i n  terms of payload 
transfer for the ret-braked vehicle. 
1.6) were generated by assuming that the dry mass of the vehicle is 
twenty percent of the i n i t i a l  propellant mass. 
is normally used, but W n t y  percent is a l l d  here to a m t  for the 
mass of the extra tankage necessary  to transport the LOX from lunar 
orbit. After r e t u r n i n g  to LEX), enough oxygen to get back to lunar 
orbit is subtracted fm the payload delivered to LM). 
payload is called "Emess OZ" and is available for other missions. 
The method uses  a 
The curves for the &art (Figure 
!Pen to f i f teen  percent 
The remaining 
Mte 
that for a given initial mass, a s  the delta payload is increased, the 
excess oxygen increases, but  t he  payload delivered to lunar orbit 
decreases. 
mass U d  be required. 
In order to increase the lunar payload, a larger i n i t i a l  
18 
OTV SIZING CHART 
2.000 
PAnOAD (lbm) 
A 
5962 
10956 
0 
11925 
16918 
21912 
31898 
0 
17888 
29871 
32867 
40357 
0.400 
-0.200 0.075 0.350 0.625 0.900 
EXCESS 02 
x 10**+05 
A 100000 lbm Vehicle configuration. 
0 200000 lbm Vehicle configuration. 
o 300000 lbm Vehicle configuration. 
Figure 1.6. UTV Sizing Chart 
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Ifow to use the chart 
- 
To use  the arV sizing chart  follow the instructions below. 
A. Mission defined by oxygen re tu rned  to LEIO. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Choose the amount of oxygen to be delivered to LEIO. 
Find this v a l u e  on the horizontal axis of the plot. 
Mve v e r t i c a l l y  u-rd u n t i l  in te rsec t im with the curve 
correspmding to the in i t ia l  vehicle mass. 
Mve horizontally to the r ight  u n t i l  the column corresponding 
to the correct i n i t i a l  vehicle  zmss is reached. The value i n  
t h i s  column indicates the amount of payload which can be 
delivered to lunar orbit. 
necessary. 
4. 
Sane interpolation may be 
B. Mission defined by payload to be delivered to lunar orbit. 
1. 
2. 
Choose the amount of payload to be delivered to lunar orbit. 
Using the colurrm which corresponds to the correct i n i t i a l  
vehicle mass, locate the vertical positicn of t h i s  payload 
zmss. 
3. Move horizontally to the left un t i l  intersection w i t h  the 
curve for the  corresponding in i t ia l  vehicle m a s s  is reached. 
Move vert ical ly  daJnward to the horizontal ax is  to read the 
amount of excess oxygen which can be delivered to LM). 
4.  
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Although the design requires large amounts of propellant, i t  uses  
technology that is available today and is of an uncgnlplicated nature. 
One possible s o l u t i o n  is to u s e  this design un t i l  aeroassist braking 
becanes more thoroughly developed a t  which t i m e  the more econumical 
aeroassist design could be implemented. A parametric cost analysis 
(based cn the various system weights of the Orv) yielded a design and 
developnent engineering cost of 1316.4 million dollars (Table 1 . 4 ) .  
This cast is slightly less than the mst predicted for the aeroassist 
braked OTV. It is possible, though, that the savings could be even 
greater since part of the technology for the aeroassist OTV muld have 
to be developed. 
21 
structural cD1 = 3.084 ( wt.) 0.38 = 103.09 
1.95 ( wt.) 0.5 = 121.18 Avionics 
= 498.69 Pmpulsion 
'D2 
'D3 = 4.584 ( wt.)0'5 
S y s t a  -1 cm = ( cD1 ' cD2 + 'D3) = 593.39 
SYSTEM EVRMULATION: 
nrrAL aasT CT = 8.785 ( DRY WEIGHT.) = 1406.97 
* All cost are in millions of dollars .  
Table 1.4. Cost Analysis 
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Aeroassisted braking is the process by which a space vehicle u s e s  
t h e  upper atmasphere to slow dam. 
more passes of the vehicle through the atmasphere transforming kinetic 
energy (velocity) i n t o  thermal energy (heat). For t h i s  reason a heat 
shield must be used  i n  order to protect the vehicle frum the intense 
heat generated. 
This process is performed by one or 
Using t h i s  maneuver the main engines need provide only a small 
ve loc i ty  change (approximately 330 ft/sec) to insert the i n t o  
LM).This reduction i n  engine use  requires significantly less propellant 
for the mission. 
advantage in aeroassisted braking. 
braking is a lack of experience. 
and could be thoroughly understood by the e a r l y  199O's, thus fitting the 
needs of the aeroassist braked OTV. 
The savings i n  propellant represents the greatest 
The major drawback to aeraassisted 
This area is currently being s t u d i e d  
24 
- 
The main components of the aerobraked OTV, a s  shcwn in Figure 2.1, 
are four propellant tanks (tm hydrogen and tm L U X ) ,  an aerobrake, 
three rocket motors, the supporting ftamermrk, and a paylaad. 
i s  designed to be f u l l y  a u t m t e d  requiring no crew, 
me UlV 
Provisions are 
made, however, for humans to be transported via a manned paylaad module 
so that  crew rotations w i l l  be passible. 
Propellant Tanks 
The main mideration limiting the propellant tank diameter was 
that  the tanks must fit into the shuttle cargo bay  (15 f t .  diameter) for 
transport to m. Calculations s h e d  t ha t  the desired mission could be 
acmplished with four propellant tanks-tw oxygen and tw hydrogen. 
The LUX tanks are 9 f t  in  diameter while the hydrogen requires 12.5 f t  
diameter tanks. 
c#nposite shell. 
The tanks w i l l  be constructed of aluminum, mud w i t h  a 
The shell w i l l  be tailored to withstand the increased 
I .  
pressure caused by deceleratim during aerobraking. The mznposite shell 
structure will also provide same protection from micremeteoroid impact. 
)lard points w i l l  be incorporated into the shell a t  the mimum diameter 
to facilitate attachment to the OTV framemrk. The hard points must be 
designed to radiate stresses over large portions of the tank through the 
ampsite shell. 
keep the vehicle as short a s  pcssible because the aerobrake diameter i s  
directly related to the vehicle's length (Ref. 5 ) .  The LUX tanks, i n  
additian to providing oxygen for ambustion, will serve to transport 
The tanks wi l l  be spherical, or very nearly so, to 
25 
Aerobrake 7 
LOX Tank 
-n 
Payload 
LH Tank 
96.2' 
Figure 2.1. Aerobraked Orbital Transfer Vehicle 
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c pay1-d 
f l e x i b i l i t y  to 
fm LO to LEO. 
carry large laads to and fran the mon. 
Four tanks e r e  chosen to give enough 
- 
Aerobrake 
. 
orbit to low Earth orbit an aeroassist maneuver w i l l  be used. 
aezwssist maneuver involves reducing the sped of a space vehicle by 
us ing  the aerodynamic forces generated during a pass through the Earth's 
atmosphere which dissipates kinet ic  energy. Aembraking is initiated by 
using a small prcrpllsive maneuver to lower the trajectory to a level 
where the spacecraft mkes a brief pass through the atmosphere. 
pass must be a precise maneuver so as to prevent r e e n t r y  too far in to  
the atmosphere and buming up the craft, and also to prevent losing too 
little velocity and wasting into the Van Allen radiation belts. 
Ebr this configuration to acmrplish orbital transfers fran lunar 
An 
This  
This  maneuver reduces the expenditure of propellant as canpared to 
an a21-propulsive braking mane~lver. 
aerodynamic drag fm the upper atmosphere is s u b s t i t u t e d  for part of 
the propulsive braking maneuver, and therefore provides a more efficient 
procedure for braking the vehicle and providing the total velocity 
decrement necessary to transfer fm lunar return trajectory to the  low 
Earth orbit. 
variations for which  the vehicle must w n s a t e .  
be accanpLished using an aerobraking concept which varies vehicle drag 
d i r e c t l y  to correct for density variations by using changes i n  engine 
This  savings sinply means that 
This maneuver is also carplicated by atmospheric density 
This  canpensation can 
thrust to vary the shape of the surrounding 
Multiple 
d i f f i c u l t y  i n  
passes through the attrwsphere 
hitting the atmxpheric entry 
field of f low (Ref. 1). 
ere rejected because of the 
window each pass. 
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Attenpting to do so rmuld not be cost effective, rmuld greatly increase 
the time required, and wxld endanger the craft, any passengers, and 
cargo. 
The drag device chosen for the aerobrake design is the  conical 
l if t ing brake with an area of 7872.75 sq f t  . 
remain i n  orbit outside the atmosphere between missions, the brake w i l l  
be mntinuously deployed unt i l  i t  is no longer useful. 
brake w i l l  only be folded to f i t  i n  the s h u t t l e  cargo bay when i t  is 
i n i t i a l l y  taken into orbit. The drag brake was designed as a 70 degree 
spherical cone with a lift coefficient of 0.0487 and a drag coeff ic ient  
of 1.6472 or a L/D of 0.0295. 
abtained by using Newtonian f low theory. 
reduced surface heating and favorable aerodynamic stability. 
engines w i l l  also be fired a t  a highly throttled condition through an 
opening i n  the center of the brake to provide cooler gas on the shield's 
surface and alleviate the high heating rate a t  the stagnation p i n t .  
The ratio of brake diameter to vehicle length should be approximately 
2.06 to prevent wake inpingment m the  vehicle surface which w i l l  cause 
high local heat fluxes (Ref. 5 ) .  The brake was designed to revolve 
about a hinge pint connected to the main  structure in  order to achieve 
attitude control. 
Since the vehicle w i l l  
Therefore the 
See Figure 2.2. TRese values were 
This gecmetry allows for 
The 
Although this design w i l l  e f f e c t i v e l y  obtain the rapid 
decelerations and large velocity decrements required for orbital change 
maneuvers from high altitudes, the design w i l l  not be capable of making 
the large plane-inclination changes characteristic of low Earth orbit 
rendezvous without some assistance. 
atmosphere there is s i n p l y  not enough time to conduct the  change. 
With only one pass through the 
he 
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Front V i e w  Side  V i e w  
Rocket Mot or s Manned Payload Module 
Graphite-Polyhide Hub 
Graphite-Polyimide Columns (18 
Graphite-Polyimide Rib Beams 
Reflecting Surface 
with Low Catalysis 
s e t s )  
Cut-Away V i e w  
Figure 2 .2 .  Aerobraked O W  with Schematic 
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vehicle w i l l  therefore implement propulsive thrust a s  an addition to its 
aeroassist  capability. 
acmpl i shed  by propulsive thrust maneuvers involving three burns: t h e  
first burn achieves e l l i p t i c a l  transfer orbit; the semnd bum produces 
the required plane inclination change a t  apogee; and the third burn 
The W orbi ta l  change maneuvers a re  
- 
recircularizes the vehicle i n t o  the  target W a f t e r  the aeroassist 
maneuver (Ref. 5). 
llhe brake design shown in Figure 2.2 w i l l  consist of f ive  major 
c a p n e n t s :  I) the surface fabric, 2) r i b  beams supporting the fabric, 
3) t h e  insulator between the surface fabric  and the support beams, 
4) the columns supporting the r i b  beams, and 5) the mechanism supporting 
the en t i re  apparatus. 
such a s  s i l i c a  or -1. 
the order of 0.25 mn thick. 
ribs, colms, and hub, w i l l  be made of a l ightwight  carbon canposite 
such a s  graphite polyiznide. 
exposed surfaces of these c a p n e n t s  (Ref. 5 ) .  
The surface fabric  w i l l  be a reflective material 
These materials w i l l  be woven i n t o  a cloth on 
The support structure, mnsisting of t h e  
Them1 control paints w i l l  mver a l l  
S t a b i l i t y  is a main mncern for the conical lifting brake. Since 
the brake is asyurnetrical, i t  can becane unstable; the negative s t a t i c  
margin r e s u l t i n g  fmm the f ron t  pressure surface and rear cargo 
location. Longitudinal s t ab i l i t y  may be provided by inclining the  brake 
backward a t  an angle which ensures that the center of pressure is a f t  of 
the center of gravity. 
asymnetry of the overall gecnnetry (Ref. 4). 
Roll s t ab i l i t y  my also be obtained, due to 
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Rocket &tors 
The Orvmain propulsion system w i l l  consist of three liquid-fuel 
rocket engines. The engine type w i l l  be a derivative of the Pratt & 
whitney RL-10 fami ly  known as the 34.5K. This  engine type u s e s  liquid 
hykogen as its f u e l  w i t h  liquid oxygen as the oxidizer. Th i s  engine 
t y p e  ms chosen (over the others of t h e  RL-10 fami ly)  because it  is 
reusable and has a higher thrust rating. It is, hawser, still in the 
developnent stage a t  this time. Table 2.1 displays the engine 
specifications. 
Design St ruc ture  
tanks, engines and payload are a l l  attached to a supporting 
structure. 
with an I-beam type cross section. 
box truss f r m r k .  
construction. These materials m u s t  be able to exist i n  the space 
environment (very high vacuum, extreme high and low temperatures, 
bumbardment by protons and neutrons, and ultraviolet radiation) w i t h o u t  
losing their desirable qualities (high s t i f fness  to weight, high 
strength to weight, and low coefficient of thermal expansion). 
must also withstand the large carlpressive forces experienced during both 
acceleration and deceleration as well as torsional and bending loads 
experienced dur ing  orbital maneuvering. Tb the respective ends of the 
truss are attached the rocket motors and payload. The necessary avionics 
and the propellant for reactian controls w i l l  be arranged within the 
'#carry-through" truss. 
The a m  for tank attachment w i l l  be a carlposite material 
These arms are attached to a central 
The truss members are also of carposite 
They 
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Performance Parameter 
Vacuum Thrust, lbs. 
Mixture Ratio 
Qlamber Pressure, psia 
Area Ratio 
Vacuum Specif ic  Impulse, sec 
Opera t ion 
W i g h t ,  lbs. 
Installed Length, in 
Propellant Flow Rate, lh/sec 
Diameter, i n  
Life (with time between overhauls) 
Year Available (potential)  
R 6 D Cost (million $, 1984) 
ExDected Value 
34 , 500 
6 : l  
560 
26:l 
431 
mu Thrust and 
Cruise Thrust 
325 
76 
80.1 
35 
7 missions 
1990 
140 
Table 2.1. wine 34.5K Specifications 
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Payload 
The arV manned payload w i l l  be cradled between the four propellant 
tanks and attached to the "carry-through" truss. The size of the 
payload re turned  to LM) through aerobraking m u s t  be constrained such 
that the total vehicle does not exceed apprwrimately f o r t y  feet so that  
flow bphgment w i l l  not m r .  A basket system of four spheres w s  
chosen to transport the LQX. It also w i l l  be attached a t  the f ront  end 
of the  "carry-through" truss. Th i s  mnfiguratian allows the arV to 
maneuver near the space stations, which are equipped with a similar 
basket,@ transfer the oxygen tanks a l l  a t  ance,and produce only 
carpressive laads an the sphere system through the use  of baskets which 
are permanently attached to the space structures involved i n  the 
transfer operation. T h i s  system was chosen because of its s i m p l i c i t y  of 
construction and maintenance, low wight, and low operating cost. 
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show top and side v iew of the basket sys tem 
respec t ive ly ,  
oxygen tank. 
There are four connectors i n  the basket, one for each 
The cannectors are mechanical devices which extend in to  
the tanks, lock and pull the tanks firmZy into position in the basket. 
Located in the center of the basket is a transmissim which may operate 
each of the CaMeCtors c o l l e c t i v e l y  or independently, thus allwing the 
tanks to be l aded  one after the other, then transferred together. 
Assuming a pressure of 300 psia i n  the tanks gives a specific 
volume of oxygen of 0.01845 ft3/lbsn. 
l h  of oxygen per mission set the diameter of the spheres to 8' 6-1/2" 
The missim requirement of 60,000 
the width of the basket a t  17' 7", and the diagonal width of the  basket 
a t  25 ft. 
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Figure 2.5 shows the male/female connector system and illustrates 
how the plunger, which i s  activated fran the transmission through a set 
of mm and ring gears, i s  retracted forcing the four cams outward and 
into the recesses in the female oxmeetor of the oxygen sphere. 
rotating action of the shaft turns a wrm gear which mns an a ring gear 
that rotates about the plunger. This rotation, through the threads cut 
into the plunger causes the plunger to move in either direction 
depending m the i n p u t  shaft rotatian direction. 
I t  WBS decided to use 7075 T6 aluminum alloy for the bulk of the 
However, all bearing surfaces such as gears, plunger, and structure. 
cams are to be made of steel. 
w i t h  1/4" tall thickness while the mnector housings w i l l  be forged 
7075 T6. 
weight, and cost. 
should be approximately 3 g's. The stress i n  the mnnector housing and 
the basket, however, even a t  8 g's i s  only 791 p s i  and 66 psi 
respectively-well w i t h i n  the material limitations. 
The basket w i l l  be 2'' dia.  7075 !C6 tubing 
The material selection cas based on such factors as strength, 
The maXirmrm l a d i n g  experienced by the structure 
As seen in Figure 2.3 and 2.4, a fue l ing  inlet/outlet i s  located on 
the side of the sphere to facilitate f i l l i n g  the spheres on the lunar 
surfaoe. 
tanks a s  fuel cells for the =turn trip fran the moon i f  they were 
needed as such. 
W i t h  this device, it &d also be passible to use the oxygen 
The analysis performed an the basket-cr>nnector system shows t ha t  
the configuration i s  feasible and can withstand a n y  and a l l  foreseeable 
loads imposed upon it during the prescribed mission. 
handled when the basket system i s  used in a single layer. I f  stacking 
of the baskets i s  attenpted to increase payload, the loading bemnes a 
These loads can be 
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stacking i s  not recarmnded. 
spheres should be resized to hold the increased paylaad. 
Due to the manner in which the baskets are attacked, 
I f  a larger paylaad i s  required, the 
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The propulsion requirements (thrust required, accelerations, burn 
time, and propellant required) were calculated by breaking the t r ip  into 
two different segments. These segments were then subdivided as follows: 
1) outbound to Moopl 2 )  Return  to Earth 
a) leave low Earth orbit a) leave lunar orbit 
b) mid-murse correction b) mid-course correction 
c) enter lunar orbit c) return to low Earth orbit 
TRe outbound leg of the tr ip required a velocity change 
approximately 10,500 ft/s to leave Earth orbit. 
mrrection had a velocity change of 150 ft/s. 
lunar entry was approximately 2200 ft/s. 
1.011, and 1.155 respectively. 
The mid-course 
The velocity change for 
TRe mass ratios were 2.055, 
The velocity changes and mass ratios are the same for the return 
The aerobraking system w i l l  be used to slow the OTV during the trip. 
return to low Earth orbit. The engines w i l l  then be used to place the 
OTV in the proper circular orbit. 
acasleration l i m i t  of 3 g's (96.6 ft/s). 
OTV is approximately 25,600 lbm as seen fran the mass breakdown i n  Table 
2.2. Table 2.3 displays the calculated propulsion system parameters for 
each stage of the trip. 
The s t r u c t u r e  was taken to have an 
TRe werall e n p t y  mass of the 
The following data represents a typical Orv mission. The overall 
mass of the vehicle upcn exiting Earth orbit (including propellant for 
39. 
Canponent 
Structure 
Thermal 
Aerobrake 
Engines 
Avionics 
Miscellaneous 
Mass (lbm) 
8,960 
760 
9,017 
9 75 
3,840 
2,048 
Total Mass 
Table 2.2. E s t h t e d  Mass Breakdown 
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Stage a l e r a t i o n ,  ft/Sec2 Propellant Thrust, lbf Burn Time, 
(hi t i a l ,  burnout) used, lbm Sec. 
I 45.43, 93.36 3 7,611 3 103,500 231 . 08 
XI 31.12, 31.46 383.8 34,500 4.82 
III 31.46, 36.33 4,793.1 34,500 69.93 
IV 31.86, 36.79 14,039.1 103,500 69 . 05 
V 12.26, 12.40 985.5 34,500 12.23 
VI 24,80, 29.08 2,099.8 69,000 13.23 
I - Earth Exit  and Escape 
II - Outbound Mid-Cmrse Correction 
III - Lunar E b t r y  
lV - Lunar Exit 
V - Return Mid-coUrse Correction 
VI - Earth Orbit Inject ion (after aerobraking) 
mble 2.3. m-opulsion - r e n t s  and Associated Parameters 
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ear th  exit, mid-course correction, and lunar en t ry )  is 73,359.2 lbm. 
Burn times WE calculated by dividing the velocity change a t  each stage 
by the init ial  acceleration a t  that stage. The acceleration w i l l ,  of 
course, not be constant so that the value of burn time is not correct. 
However, the burn time value represents an upper bound as the 
acceleration w i l z  increase throughout the  burn t h u s  resulting i n  a 
smaller burn time (in actuality). 
lunar exit is apprmhtely 104,614.1 Ibm. 
propellants required for lunar exit, mid-course correction, and final 
orbit adjustment. 
5,600 lhn of payload to lunar orbit and 25,000 lbm to LW. 
extra volume provided by the pmpllant tanks, sane rnissian f l e x i b i l i t y  
is provided without changing the basic design. 
back approximately 75,000 lbm, the init ial  mass d d  have to be 
increased to 100,000 Ihn. This  mission w u l d  increase the total 
requirq propellant to 94,000 Uwn including 13,500 lbm of bydrugen, and 
allows close to 5,600 lbm of cargo to be taken to lunar  orbit. 
2.6 is a sizing chart for the aerobraked OTV. 
using the  same procedure and assumptions as for the ret-braked U N  
plus a heat shield mass of fifteen percent of the i n i t i a l  mass. 
Tbe total mass of the vehicle upon 
T h i s  includes a payload and 
This  particular scemrio provides only approxirmtely 
Due to the 
For the Orv to bring 
Figure 
The chart was mstructed 
Tb stay within t h e  stipulated acceleration l i m i t ,  the  engines are 
fired a t  a throt t led level except during Earth and lunar orbit exits. 
The three engine design w i l l  also provide a safety margin i n  case of an 
engine failure. 
missions given the expected mission requirements. 
The engines am expected to have a life of seven 
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Figure 2.6.  Aerobraked OTV Sizing Chart 
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A parametric cost analysis SM that  the aerobraked OTV would 
have a design and developnent engineering cost of appraximately 1405.6 
million dollars. 
than the retmbraked design, m l d  Quickly be repaid in propellant 
savings. 
oxygen and use l i t t le more total prupellant than the amount of hydrogen 
alone required for the retro-braked OTV to do the same. 
would more than make up for the extra crxst of the aeraassist braked OTV 
a f t e r  a few missions. 
Th i s  cast, while being roughly 90 million dollars more 
The aerwssist OTVcan return a surplus of 60,000 lhrn of 
This savings 
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This section presents the design of a system which enables a Lunar 
Lander (LL) to operate betwzen the lunar surface and the lunar space 
station. 
base and bring liquid oxygen back from the lunar surface to the lunar 
The llliiMed vehicle is designed to deliver supplies to the xmon 
space station. An extensive study of the use  of an electromagnetic 
railgun to launch the LL results i n  the mnclusian that a t  the current 
time this would not be the most ideal launching system despite the 
savings in anwunt of propellant used in mnventional launching. A more 
feasible apprach to laukhing the LL is shown along with descent 
trajectory procedures. 
46. 
The lunar lander has to be capable of launching and landing frum 
the lunar surface w i t h  a maximm, payload of 20,000 lbm. 
w i l l  consist of liquid oxygen mntained i n  spherical pressure vessels, 
The payload 
power equipment, and food supplies capable of sustaining life 031 the 
mxn. 
!I% proposd lunar lander can be seen in Figure 3.1. This figure 
The sphere shows a cargo b a y  which w i l l  be used to carry LOX spheres. 
sizes used in the basket concept are 9.5 f t  and 8 ft  6.5 inches i n  
diameter for the ret-braked and the aerobraked wnfigurations, 
respectively; therefore, either of the tm can be e a s i l y  stored in the 
LL cargo bay, which is approximately 20 f t  i n  length. A crane stationed 
on the lunar space stat ion w i l l  transfer the LOX spheres fran the LL 
cargo bay to the W ' s  paylaad baskets. 
refuel the W and the LL can then c a r r y  the enpty  s@eres back to the 
lunar space station. Sine  the spheres are made of polished aluminum, 
they have the a b i l i t y  to reflect beat and insure safe transportation of 
the LOX. 
Some of the LDX w i l l  be used to 
'Ihe main cabin of the LL sbown in Figure 3.1 allows the pilot and 
co-pilot to have a visual reference an takeoff fran the surface and a t  
the t i m e  of docking. The f l i g h t  deck w i l l  house the pilot, co-pilot, 
and a l l  the wn t ro l s  for Lift-off,landing, and docking procedures. Tm 
extra seats are also provided behind the cockpit to handle the exchange 
of cremm i n  the event of an emergency or a t  the time of no& crew 
rotation. Thus, the total seating capacity is four and the length of 
the f l i gh t  deck is approximately 10.5 feet. The area under the f l i g h t  
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? 
deck w i l l  house the guidance systems, a t t i tude  control systems, and the 
life support systems for the vehicle. 
The cargo b a y  located behind the f l igh t  deck w i l l  house the oxygen 
tank as well as food and hgimgen to replenish supplies an the surface. 
This  cosllpartment can be loaded through cargo doors which operate similar 
to the doors an the s h u t t l e .  Machinery needed for mining processes w i l l  
a l so  be housed i n  the cargo cumpartment an the  return trip to the lunar 
surface. 
The propulsion unit  is located behind the f l igh t  deck and cargo 
The LL w i l l  be propelled by 4 RL-10II-B step throttle ccorlpartments. 
engines. 
sewnds, and a proposed life of 10 missions. 
process, the engines w i l l  provide the reverse thrust  necessary to brake 
the vehicle as i t  approaches the surface. 
retractable legs. 
enable the craft to land w i t h o u t  a visual fix of the surface by the 
pilot. 
procedures. 
Each engine delivers 15,000 lbf thrust, has an Isp of 460 
During the landing 
%e vehicle w i l l  land an four  
It is ass& that an advanced guidance system w i l l  
Reaction mckets w i l l  be used to guide the LL during docking 
The overall length of the LL vehicle is 42 feet. The f l i g h t  deck 
and successive a p a r t m e n t s  w i l l  be 10.5 feet high and the entire 
vehicle w i l l  be 17  feet i n  width .  
located 12.5 feet as measured back fran the nose. 
s h i f t  from a loaded LL to an enp ty  LL can be considered negligible. 
The LL w i l l  have a center of gravity 
The expected C.G. 
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Ckle device considered for the launching of the LL to the lunar  
space s t a t i m  from the lunar sur face  was an electromagnetic r a i l  gun. 
me r a i l  gun i s  a sinlple concept. 
a t  different positions along the length of the r a i l .  
made of a magnetic material  and serves a s  the "mass driver" for the r a i l  
gun. A switch i s  a l s o  camected betwen the main power soure and the 
r a i l .  
The r a i l  contains capaci tors  placed 
The armature i s  
TRe r a i l  gun i s  b a s i c a l l y  a la rge  circuit which i s  l e f t  open until 
the ac tual  Lift-off process begins. A t  this time, the circuit is closed 
b y  throwing the swi tch  between the main power source and the r a i l ,  h%en 
the switch is thrown, a current passes through the r a i l  and causes the 
capaci tor  located  closest to the armature to discharge. 
magnetic effect and causes the armaturn to a-lerate down the r a i l .  
Each capaci tor ,  when reached by the armature, w i l l  discharge into the 
r a i l  and continue to acce lera te  the LL. 
capaci tors  must be placed a t  p rec i se  i n t e r v a l s  in order that the 
specified maximum a c c e l e r a t i m  w i l l  not be exceeded. 
This creates a 
I t  i s  for this reason t h a t  'the 
me propcased r a i l  gun has me track  positioned m t o p  of the other. 
Upan examination, it should be noted t h a t  the bottom r a i l  i s  shorter 
than the t o p  r a i l .  
difference betwen the a n m t u r e  " a m N  m the W. O n e  the W has  
been accelerated down the r a i l ,  both the front and rear a m  nust leave 
the t rack  a t  the same time, 
creating a p i t c h i n g  mument m the LL due to an addi t ional  force m the 
The difference in r a i l  lengths corresponds to the 
This w i l l  eliminate the p o s s i b i l i t y  of 
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rear of the vehicle. 
the design of one rail  on top of the other. 
the rail  is slightly elevated. 
slightly once i t  has been released for launch. 
init ial  velocity is to keep "hot-spots" fmm forming i n  the rail  once 
the s w i t c h  has been thrown. 
ra i l  a t  that particular point or i n  other points and wuld prove to be 
costly i n  repairs to the rail. 
The difference in height of the a m  is linked to 
The starting position of 
This  elevation causes the LL to move 
The reason for an 
Hot-spots w i l l  cause a breakdm of the 
m e  the LL has been prepared for flight to the lunar space 
when i t  is station, i t  w i l l  be placed on the rail  by the crane. 
released, i t  w i l l  be accelerated down the rail. 
lb enploy the rail  gun, one limiting factor has to be taken into 
consideration, the amount of energy produced by the gun creates 
extremely large g-forces. Therefore, the amount of acceleration 
supplied a t  launch is limited by the number of g-forces that a man can 
w i t h s t a n d .  Because of this stipulation, the rail  has a maximum 
aceleration of 8 9's. 
total length of the rail  and the separation distance between the 
capacitors. Another problem which arises from u s e  of the rai l  gun is 
the amount of pwer needed to make the rail  work properly. 
This  value w i l l  have to be used to determine the 
On the sur fae  of the m, the LL w i l l  be given an ini t ia l  
velocity by the ra i l  gun. The exact specifications for the rail  gun, 
such as length and launch angle, are dependent cm the location of the 
nwn base. 
- 
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Ascent Trajectory 
It was found that using the electramgnetic railgun to launch the 
LL, the optimal launch angle w i l l  be about 30 degrees. 
angle w i l l  give a launch velocity of 3878.84 ft/sec and a track ground 
distance of 51,914.9 ft. 
acceleration factor. 
distance and launch angle drastically. Because of the high acceleration 
factor along with the  lengthy track necessary, the electramgnetic gun 
would not be a feasible system of launching a t  this t i m e .  
the conventional vertical launch w i l l  be used. 
This launch 
These values were calculated using a 8 g 
Lowering the g-load wuld increase the track 
Therefore, 
Descent Trajectory 
After the LL has delivered or received a paylaad a t  the lunar space 
station, i t  must return to the lunar base. The technique used for this 
rmneuver is the same procedure used during the Apollo Mission. 
w i l l  deorbit using retro-thrust to acquire a velocity h@se of about 
328 ft/sec the LL w i l l  then coast in a ballistic elliptical trajectory 
to an altitude of apprasimately 15.5 miles. 
braking phase w i l l  begin and w i l l  reduce the LL velocity to less than 
16.4 ft/sec a t  an altitude of about 700 ft. 
w i l l  reduce the lateral velocity to zero and w i l l  pitch the thrust 
vector to give a hovering altitude. A t  this time, corrections in 
landing position can be performed w i t h  negligible fuel consuuption. 
an orbit of 100 nautical miles a 90 degree rmge angle (the angle fran 
lunar deorbit to initiation of the fina1 braking phase) gives the mast 
fuel efficient braking techniques. 
The LL 
A t  t h i s  altitude, the final 
The tenninal braking phase 
For 
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fie reaction control system must supply the thrust necessary to 
perform attitude adjustments which allow the O!W to be wntrolled. 
system must be reliable, powerful, and a t  the same time be efficient 
The 
enough to prevent excessive mass. 
selection are high perfonmnce propellant, proper storage and s u p p l y  
techniques, and f u e l  availability. 
consideration since there wuld be a budget for the OW. 
The criteria involved i n  the E S  
Develapnent costs are alsa a 
Fuels 
The use of monopropellants as the fuel for the reaction mntrol 
system was eliminated as an alternative after brief research. 
problem encountered w i t h  monopropellants is their low performance 
qualities as a group: the specific inpulse (Isp) for most mmoprapel- 
lants is much lower than those for bipropellants. Also, those 
monopropellants having reasonable p e r f o m  characteristics are 
inherent ly  unstable. 
pellants must deempose car lpletely and imnediately once ignited. 
EUrthernwre, the unstable mture of monopropellants presents a problem 
i n  safe storage; high performance nmopropellants can be both explosive 
and corrosive. 
The first 
Th i s  instability is crucial because mnopro- 
After sane preliminary investigation, bipropellants, specifically 
oxygen/hydmgen systenrs, we- chasen as t he  final propellant type for 
the reaction control system. !RE first design decision ms to use  oxygen 
as the oxidizer i n  the bipropellant system. The main factor in this 
decision ms the availability of oxygen. In addition, bipropellant 
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systems usually have an oxidizer/fuel ratio (r) greater than tho. This 
ratio means that a smaller amount of f u e l  weight, carpared to the 
available oxidizer, would need to be transported fran Earth. This  
decrease i n  the weight of the supplies needed to be brought fran the 
surface of the earth Will save a considerable amount of money over an 
\ 
extended period of time. Finally, using oxygen as the oxidizer is 
preferable because many different fuels may be used with it  to obtain 
high performance. Because most bipmpellant systems are similar, mbor 
nvdificaticans to the system could allow for different fuels to be used. 
Three of the mst acrceptable f u e l  alternatives are hydrogen, kerosene, 
ethanol and methanol (Ref. 5)  . 
The storage/swly system for the propellants w i l l  be of the 
pressurizatian type. Currently, the main pmpellant tanks wi l l  be 
maintained a t  300 psi using helium as the inert pressurization gas. 
Punp systems were cansidered as a s q p l y  method, but they are usually 
nrechanically q l i c a t e d .  Th i s  q l e x i t y  can lead to early system 
failure and, w i t h o u t  prolper sealing, f u e l  leakage. Sinpler gas 
pressurization s y s t e m  are limited to low thrust durations (30 secgnds); 
which is precisely that t h i s  reactim aontrol system requires. 
RCS Accumulators 
'Ihe X S  accumulators for the gaseous oxygen and hydrogen w i l l  be 
i n i t i a l l y  charged to allow iunnediate use  of the R2.S thrusters. 
w i l l  be maintained a t  or above a minimrm operation pressure by the 
tapping of the boiloff from the main liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen 
storage tanks, which supply the main thmsters. 
a small amount of helium w i l l  be encountered i n  the boiloff gases, but 
They 
It may be assumed that 
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no literature was uncovered which predicted any  problems wi th  the m i x d  
propellant performance. 
capacity of the R r 3  accumulator system, the remainder w i l l  be dumlped 
overboard or used i n  some other area. 
If the propellant boiloff is greater than the 
Cbnfigura t ion  
flbe thrusters themselves w i l l  consist of fuel and oxidizer valves 
which w i l l  mix and inject the oxygen and hydmgen into the th rus t  
chamber. A standard spark igniter Will be used for ignition. The nozzle 
w i l l  be mstructed of titanium. Titanium has a melting p i n t  of 3020°F 
and the hgdrog-xygen flame tenperature is 4500°F but  since the firing 
times are one second or less, the ablatian w i l l  be minimal and the 
nozzle should outlast the zest of the I323 system. If the  ablation should 
became a problem, a cerdc insert m u l d  be used to raise the melting 
tenperature to -11 betpnd the flame tenperature. 
me and liquid hydrogen storage tanks for the min thrusters 
w i l l  be maintained a t  a minimum pressure of 300 psi. 
of pressure due to piping and valves, a pressure drop across the nozzle 
of 50 psi can be used. 
held a t  200 psi by a regulator i n  the line OOminQ off of the 
accumulators. 
pressure while maintaining a constant pressure in the ambustion 
chamber. 
design and operation. 
4.1. 
With a 25 psi loss 
The pressure i n  the thrust chamber can t h u s  be 
This w i l l  allow for changes i n  the XS accumulator 
This  w i l l  give a constant thrust which w i l l  s i n p l i f y  control 
The parameters for the B23 are shown i n  Table 
me thrusters w i l l  be doubled a t  edch location to provide the 
redundancy necessary for a failsafe system. If one system has a 
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Ferfonnance Parameter 
mrust Required 
Mixture Ratio 
Specific InpZse 
Chmber Pressure 
Storage Pressure 
pressure Loss in Trans. 
Pressure Acrass Mzzle 
Molecular m i g h t  
Bum Tenp3erature 
Ratio of Specific Heats 
Throat Area 
Characteristic Velocity 
t Velocity 
me1 Flow Rate 
Thrust Coefficient 
Expected or Assum& Value 
20 lbf/thrust 
4.0 
345 sec 
200 p s i  
300 psi  
50 psi  
50 psi 
10 
4500' F 
1.3 
0.053 sq.in. 
5898.4 f t / s  
11,109.0 f t / s  
0.05795 lhn/s 
1.88 
Table 4.1.  Surnmtion of Performance Parameters for KS System 
conlplete failure,  t h i s  doubling w i l l  ensure there w i l l  be no loss of 
reactian mntrol.  
!RE life expectancy of t h e  single RCS system is approximately 10  
hours of firing time. 
be fired a minimum of 36,000 times before replacement is necessary. 
With the double system, the life is doubled to 72,000 f i r i ngs  s i n e  the 
use of each nwtor w i l l  be cut  i n  half. 
With firing of one s e m d  or less, each motor can 
Development 
There are ttw appraaches to the developnent of this RS system. 
The first of these two appmaches is to develop the system fmn scratch. 
TRe system w i l l  have the mast efficiency since state of the a r t  
techniques can be tailored to t h i s  specific applicatim and a l l  excess 
weight can be eliminated. 
developnent t h ,  cost, and that  the system w i l l  be untested i n  actual 
use. 
dollars. 
TRe drawbacks to t h i s  approach are the 
The esthted mst of t h i s  developnent approach is 100 million 
The alternative appraach is to d i f y  the existing RCS system 
currently used on ZWSA's Space Shuttle. 
tetroxide as the oxidizer and manamethe1 hydrazine as the fuel. 
Shuttle system has a much higher t h r u s t  output per nozzle than the Orv 
system, because a s i w f k a n t  amount of reactim control is necessary 
during reentry through the afnwspbere. 
model primarily due to the fact that the total number of nozzles and 
f u e l  supply materials per RS (the Shuttle has a forward as hell as an 
af t )  is cwnparable with the Reeds of the proposed O!W system (Ref. 1) . 
The estimated cost to mnvert t h i s  system to the desired specifications 
This  l C S  system uses nitrogen 
The 
The Shuttle system was used as a 
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is 50 m i l l i o n  dollars. 
developent clost and that parts of the system wrxlld have been used 
p r e v i o u s l y  on the S h u t t l e .  
unforseen problems that often occur  i n  new s y s t e m .  
The advantages in t h i s  method are the lower 
T h i s  prior use  of sane parts could decrease 
lIhe cost for developing this system from s c r a t c h  or fran mudifing 
the S h u t t l e ' s  I33 system m y  seam large, b u t  considering that t h i s  
system can be used many years i n  the f u t u r e  and that i t  u s e s  the 
p-llants that w i l l  p robably  be used for the main thrusters of the 
W, the cost is e a s i l y  justified. I n  fact, much of the propellant used 
by t h i s  ICS system is what W d  normally be lost i n  boiloff; propellant 
t h a t  is o f t e n  wasted will be p u t  to gaud use by t h i s  system. The 
develqment cost could e a s i l y  be exceeded i n  several years by the 
transportation cost of the non-axygen oxidizers fran the s u r f a c e  of the 
E a r t h  to both E a r t h  and l u n a r  orbits. Another advantage of the proposed 
system is that i t  can be converted to u t i l i z e  hydrocarbon fuels such as  
methane and ethanol w i t h  minimerm modif ica t ions .  T h i s  system m l d  be 
used for many years to cmne i n  either its oxygen/hydmgen state or u s i n g  
e i t h e r  oxygen/methane or oxygen/ethanol. I n  fact, this system should be 
u s e f u l  un t i l  the technology for electric or ion t h r u s t e r s  is available 
which is still many years i n  the fu tu re .  
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TRe f u e l  required to acmuplish a transfer fran a low Earth orbit 
to a lunar orbit is a functicn of the trajectories chosen to acronlplish 
this transfer. In order to design an O!W it  is first necessary to know 
the impulse requirements i t  must  meet. 
a coplanar free mturn trajectory are established. And second, the 
inpulses required to mke out-of-plane transfers (when coplanar 
transfers are not possible) are established. 
First, the impulses required for 
Coplanar Transfers 
The transfer fran LED to LO w i l l  be acoanplished by launching fran 
LEO into a free return trajectory which w i l l  return the Orv to Earth if 
for sume mason the mission rmst be aborted. 
A free return trajectory is one i n  which the transfer vehicle is 
launched toward sume point i n  the orbital path of the moon so t h a t  the 
vehicle's motim is influenced by the gravitational pull of the mocn in 
such a fashim that i t  perfom a hyperbolic passage and is r e t u r n e d  to 
t h e  Earth if the  vehicle's engines do not fire to place i t  i n  Lo. A 
mid-course correction can be applied i n  order to leave the free return 
path and match the lunar orbit entry parameters more c l o s e l y  (Ref. 2). 
An approximation of the impulse requiremmts necessary  to transfer 
a vehicle fran LEO to LO m y  be obtained fran a patched ohnic 
approximation technique, a velocity impulse is applied to the transfer 
vehicle to place i t  i n  what is essentially an escape trajectory w i t h  
respect to the Earth. The vehicle is assumed to travel under cnly the 
i n f l u e n e  of the  Earth's gravitational field u n t i l  i t  leaves the sphere 
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of influence of the Earth and enters the sphere of influence of the  
m n ,  a t  which time the Earth's gravity is "turned off" and the mom's 
gravity is "turned an" (Ref. 1). The vehicle then performs a h p r b o l i c  
passage around the moon and returns to the Earth if an inlpuzse is not 
applied to place i t  i n  lunar orbit (Ref. 2). The m e t h o d  of patched 
conics yields good approximations of the required velocity impulses to 
transfer a vehicle frm the Earth to the moon, b u t  does mt y i e l d  good 
approximations of the necessary inpulses for the return t r ip  because of 
errors i n  the en t ry  of the moon's sphere of influence. The hyperbolic 
orbit altitude above the moan a t  the point of closest approach and the 
lunar trajectory orientation w i l l  also be i n  error, but  the outbound 
inpulse apprashtions are fairly amurate (Ref. 1) . 
requirements for LEO-IX) free return trajectories are srnrmarized in Table 
5.1. 
The inpulse 
Orbital Characteristics 
Due to the characteristics of the a t  an altitude of 270 
nautical miles, a simple coplanar lunar transfer can on ly  be 
acwnplished six times per year. 
transfer m u s t  be aaxqlished. An out-f-plane transfer w i l l  require 
A t  other times, an out-of-plane 
more fuel than a coplanar transfer; therefore, a launch windact must be 
determined an the basis of f u e l  requirements for out-of-plane transfers. 
Characteristics of the Mmn's Orbit 
The orbit of the moan about the earth is nearly circular (the 
eccentr ic i ty  is 0.0549) w i t h  a semkjor axis length of 238,855 miles. 
The orbit is inclined a t  a mean angle of 5.133 degrees to the ecliptic 
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Maneuver 
Trans-Lunar Injectian 
Mid-Cwrse Correction 
Lunar Orbit Injection 
I n p u l s e  Reql irement 
10,276 - 10,500 ft/S 
150 - 180 ft /S 
2,200 - 2,919 ft/S 
lbtal  r-se Requirements 12,626 - 13,599 ft/S 
Table 5.1. Inpulse Requirements for Coplamr Free Return Trajectories 
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plane (Ref. 1). The orbital inclination varies between a nnximum value 
of 28.583 degrees and a minimum value of 18.317 degrees w i t h  a period of 
18.6 years; for short periods of time this inclination may be ass& 
constant (Ref. 1) . 
AD) the orbital inclination w i l l  be a t  its maximum value of 28.583 
degrees; t h i s  value w i l l  be u s e d  for calculations i n  t h i s  part (Ref. 1). 
In the e a r l y  part of the twenty-first century (2006 
JLow Earth Orbit 
The orbit of the W space stat ion w i l l  be a t  an altitude of 270 
nautical miles above the  Earth's surface, and w i l l  be inclined a t  an 
angle of 28.583 degrees to the Earth 's  equatorial plane i n  order to 
insure minimum energy requirements for the lunar transfer missions. 
T h i s  orbit w i l l  have a period of four hours twenty-seven minutes, and 
t h e  velocity of the statim w i l l  be 24,988 feet per m n d .  
me Earth is not p e r f e c t l y  spherical i n  shape; i t  has a "bulge" of 
This non-spherical mass mass i n  the lower hemisphere near the equator. 
distribution causes a phenanenan kncwn as nodal regression of an 
orbiting body. 
inclination, i t  is subjected to a torque by the gravitational pull of 
the distributed mass of the Earth. 
to precess about  the Earth's axis of rotation i n  a wes ter ly  direction 
(for direct orbits), much l i k e  a gyroscope under the influe- of a 
similar torque (Ref. 1) . 
when a body is orbiting the Earth a t  sane angle of 
TAis tom causes the body's orbit 
The nodal regression of the W a t  an altitude of 270 nautical 
miles w i l l  be about -6.7 degrees per day (a positive sign w u l d  indicate 
an easterly rotation of the orbit) . As a r e s u l t  there w i l l  only be six 
opportunities for a coplanar lunar transfer during a year. 
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" b p l a n a r  Transfers 
More than six lunar missions must be acmnplished during the year; 
therefore an out-f-plane transfer could be achieved as follacrs: a 
plane change frm the orbital plane of L60 to the plane of the moan's 
orbit by applying an inpWlse as t h e  OlV separates f m  the LEX) station 
a t  the line of nodes (the line of intersection of the low Earth orbit 
and the mwn's orbital plane); t h i s  inprZse would rotate the OTV into a 
270 nautical miles altitude orbit i n  the mmn's orbital plane (Ref. 2 ) ;  
when the O l V  reaches the  proper point i n  its orbit, the proper inpdse 
for injection into the free r e t u r n  trajectory wuld be amlied j u s t  as 
in a normal coplanar transfer. 
The 270 nautical mile low Earth orbit w i l l  experience a nodal 
regressim of 60 7 degrees per day i n  a westerly directim about the 
Ear th ' s  polar axis. As a result, the angle of inclination (deli) 
between LEO and the mocwl's orbital plane changes a t  an average rate of 
2.128 degrees per day. 
accarqplish t h i s  pure plane rotatim is delv. 
be applied vectorally a t  an angle of 90 + delv/2 degrees to the 
directim of mtim of the OlV a t  the Ilode point when the impulse is 
applied. 
various times i n  the 54-day precessim of the 270 nautical mile orbit 
are s m r i z e d  in Table 5.2. 
The velocity urqpizse that is required to 
T h i s  velocity change must 
Inpulse requirements for the plane rotatian required a t  
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del  t (days) 
+3 - 
+10 - 
+15 - 
+20 - 
+26 - 
deli (degrees) 
2.128 
6.384 
10.639 
21 . 279 
31 . 918 
42.557 
55 . 325 
del v (f t /see) 
927.96 
2 782.6 
4633.4 
9226.9 
13740.9 
18136.54 
23201 . 84 
delvtot (ft/sec) 
14272.96 
16127.60 
17978.40 
22571 . 89 
27085 . 90 
31 481 . 54 
36546.84 
Table 5.2. Inpllse Requirements for Out-of-Plane Transfers 
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me overall life support sys tem involves m y  V n e n t s  which must 
mrk together to provide the  e n v i m m t  necessary for the survival of 
the crew. 
productive and cost effective a s  possible is a d i f f i cu l t  and inportant 
job. In many cases t h e  criterion can not be established cn a d i rec t  
scientific basis but must be studied and tested to determine average 
values for guide lines. 
t h e  life support system cannot be exactly established but requires 
detailed studies to evaluate the o p t h  levels  for the life support 
system parameters. 
Establishing the parameters to mike th i s  environment a s  
Just a s  no tw individuals a re  exactly alike,  
Every man-made transportation system, whether in the a i r ,  on land, 
or sea, goes through three  basic development phases. 
a r e  a l so  seen i n  the developnent of space vehicles (Bf. 6). 
phase b a s i c a l l y  deals with demonstrating if  a system is feasible or 
practical. If a need exis ts  a solution is then designed, built and 
tested in which the e s i s  is an functional capacity. Tple s-nd 
phase is improving on the first phase a s  f a r  a s  r e l i ab i l i t y  and safety 
goes. Once the secvnd phase is satisfactory, achieving certain 
standards of e o r t  and habitabil i ty inportant to maintain optimum 
performance with m i n h  fatigue bemnes the next ubjective, hence the  
third phase begins. 
qual i t ies  of an environment for m" (Ref. 6) . 
acceptability for m is what makes habi-tability lack a really ultimate 
standard. 
These three phases 
The first 
The w r k  habitabil i ty has been defined a s  "the 
This  wide range of 
Thus the third phase of developnent for optimum performance 
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can be a very cmplex process when the environment of the transportation 
vehicle is conlpletely d e m e n t  upon a life support system. 
In this s t u d y  of life support system parameters, the purpose is to 
establish the cr i ter ion necessary  to minta in  a f o u r  man crew in not 
j u s t  a survivable environment, but to maintain optimum habitability i n  
the  Orbital Transfer Vehicle (arV) and the Lunar Lander (LL) . The OTV 
mission which c a l l s  for a ten day  duration is established on the basis 
of approximately three and a half days to travel from Laer Earth Orbit 
(W) to Lunar Orbit (LO) where the arV and crew w i l l  be supported by 
the Lunar Orbiting Station (m). The missim duration includes the 
s a f e t y  supp ly  for a return tr ip back and three d a y s  extra i n  the event 
t h a t  re-supply is not possible a t  the m. 
factor  of 1 4  days supp ly  is used for the atmosphere which is the most 
inportant fran a survivability standpoint. 
s a f e t y  factor of ttm d a y s  established for its mission. 
Hot+ever, a larger s a f e t y  
The short  LL mission has a 
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me environment to be maintained i n  the c ~ V  and LL is probably the 
most important carlponent of the life support system. 
the imnediate physical needs of the crew, and w i l l  be defined by the 
following parameters: 
dioxide (a0,) remmal, tenperature, humidity, and circulation. 
It w i l l  support 
volume, air, ca rps i t i on ,  pressure, carbon 
Volume 
The volume of free airspace available is of course an important 
consideratian for the fluor layout of the OTV. 
important for the morale and productivity of the crew. 
q l o y  and maintain an UlV is d i r e c t l y  related to its overall volume and 
weight. 
the airspace to be provided. The end goal is to nraintain an environment 
for optimal habitability tha t  is not merely survivable or tolerable. An 
optimum volume is dependent on several factors such as duration, 
a c t i v i t i e s  to be perfoned, n&r of people and even the personalit ies 
and tolerance levels  of the people. For the UlV under consideration, a 
volume of approximately 180 cubic feet per man shou ld  be provided. 
ampares wen w i t h  the t e n  day duration on the Celentano @tima1 Curve 
in Fig. 6.1 (Ref. 6)  . 
The volume is also 
The mst to 
Thus minimizing volume and weight puts t i g h t  restrictions on 
This 
The airspace required for the LL w i l l  be much less than that for 
the UlV. Since transfer fmn U) to the moon base statim w i l l  on ly  take 
about an hour, and since the spa- suits w i l l  be stor& i n  the LL for 
emergency, the volume needed w i l l  be about 65 cubic feet per man. 
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The next environmental parameter to be set is the conpasition and 
Of course, quantity of the elements to be included i n  the atnwsphere. 
oxygen is the mmt important element for support of hurmn life and w i l l  
need to be continually replenished. 
the O!W gas concentration w i t h  the remaining eighty percent being 
nitrogen. 
seen in Table 6.1 
It w i l l  make up twenty percent of 
A man requires approxhtely 1.85 lbm of oxygen a day, as 
The a i r  conlposition w i l l  be maintained a t  the sea level value of 
14.7 psi. 
to keep body f l u i d s  in the fluid state, and man's tolerance to extremely 
high pressures is limited, I' (Ref. 1 4 )  
pressure, the canfort of the crew can be rmxirnized by familiarity. 
level  pressure w i l l  also eliminate the p o s s i b i l i t y  of evaporation or 
decomposition of chemical and material p d u c t s  a t  lower than normal 
pressure. 
twenty percent oxygen mixture w i l l  also minimize the fire hazard 
produced by high wncentrations of oxygen a t  1-r pressures. This  gas 
concentration and pressure muld also make docking and transfer between 
spacecraft safer and easier if it  is maintained between the m a t i n g  
ships  . 
"A minimal amspheric pressure (about 0.9 psi) is required 
By maintaining a sea level  
Sea 
The 14.7 psi pressure of the eighty percent nitrogen and 
mere w i l l  be an airlock betwen the  W, Earth Orbiting Station, 
and LLS. 'Ihe LL w i l l  also need an airlock betwen the and Lunar 
Base Station. 
a l l  t he  systems. 
needed, b u t  w i l l  be for emergency use  m-ly. 
Th i s  w i l l  allow the pressure to be kept a t  14.7 psi for 
Due to the airlocks, suits w i l l  hope fu l ly  not be 
Current suits utilize a 
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rtm 
oxysren 
-
LiOH 
Water (potable) 
Water (hygiene) 
Urine 
Feces 
C l o t h i n g  
Spacesuit 
Personals (W) 
Personals (LL) 
Food 
Person/Day (Ibm) 
1.85 
2.86 
7.70 
11.97 
3.30 
. 12 
. 88 
- 
. 88 
3.30 
orv 
&rson/Trip 
Total (Ihn) 
25.90 
40.04 
77.00 
119.70 
33.00 
1.20 
8.80 
8.80 
33.00 
LL 
Person/Trip 
Total (lbnl) 
3.70 
5.72 
110.0 
2.20 
Table 6.1. Wight Requirmts Per Person 
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pressure of 4.3 psi, b u t  a suff ic ient ly  mobile suit capable of 8.0 psi 
is expected to be developed i n  time for t h i s  mission. 
W Removal 
2
Since W w i l l  be the main contaminate being produced by the 
2 
personnel on board the Orv, and effective method must be employed for 
its removal. For the short mission duration planned, this can be 
handled mt ecunan ica l ly  by the c a t a l y s t  Lithium Hydroxide (LiOH) lb 
s a f e l y  maintain the a0 removal pzwcess, there w i l l  need to be 2.86 Ihn 
of LiW per man per day. lb mke the overlapped s a f e t y  factor useful, 
2 
the 1 4  day s u p p l y  of a i r  w i l l  result in a total weight of 160.16 l h  of 
LiOH for the four man crew as seen in Table 6.2. 
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I tern 
Environment 
Wa ter 
Food 
-
Waste 
Personal hygiene 
Crew 
Esuipnent 
o!-w (-) 
263.76 
786.80 
132.00 
136.80 
70.40 
720 . 00 
1100.00 
LL (lbm) 
37.68 
448.80 
720.00 
220.00 
Total 3209.76 Ibm 1426.48 Ibm 
Table 6.2. Total Weight Requirements For a Mission With Crew of Ebur . 
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Water is, of course, very necessa ry  for sustaining human life and 
w i l l  be needed not o n l y  for drinking, b u t  for washing, and rehydrating 
foods. The minimum amaznt of need& water w i l l  be available fran direct 
storage tanks w i t h  extra water being collected as the  by-product of f u e l  
cells. 
missicn of the OTVbut t h i s  water can easily be stored for recycling a t  
the orbiting stations. In order to conserve both weight and spa-, the 
OTV w i l l  not have a shower facility and mxst cleaning Reeds can be 
handled with disinfectant treated wipes. 
on board either. 
Recycling of hygiene mste mter w i l l  not be mssary  for the 
They w i l l  not wash any  clothes 
me alllount of water needed per man per day  is apprcurimately 19.67 
lbm as is broken dorm in Table 6.1. This w i l l  result in a total water 
weight per mission of 786.80 ltm. 
an hour, w a t e r  will not be provided. 
Since the LL mission Will take about 
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Most  processes i n  the Universe r e s u l t  in s o m ~  sort of waste by- 
“Man generates product being produced, and humans are no exception. 
hastes which, if not properly traated and eliminated fran h i s  
envimnment, w i l l  eventually threaten h i s  survival. If (Ref. 16) when 
dealing w i t h  waste managemnt of the OTV, one must consider a l l  possible 
waste sources s u c h  as waste fran left-over food and wntainers, cnnnbs, 
accidental spills, hand wipes, nail clippings, hair stubble, ur ine ,  
fecal matter, waste wipes ,  and vanitus. 
must be able to collect, treat if necessary, store, reclaim, or dispose 
of waste (Ref. 16). 
clippings, hair stubble, and vanitus, a circulating vacuum hose with 
replaceable disposable filters w i l l  be used. 
food, hand w i p e s  and the above mention& filters can be taken care of 
w i t h  a trash axpactor. 
the trash i n  the conpactor since there is enough roam within the 
cupactor to store the waste for the ent i re  mission. 
The waste management system 
In order to collect cnmh, accidental spills, nail 
Ebod containers, leftover 
No storage space w i l l  need to be provided for 
me same mste collection and storage system used by the current 
space s h u t t l e  has been considered, but i t  has caused prublems by the 
cloud of debris that is pmduced when the wste is evaporated by 
exposure to space. A suggested alternative to t h i s  system is disposable 
plastic bags for fecal matter and a ur ine  bag that contains an absorbent 
t i s s u e  material to ensure collection. 
and stored for disposal, recycling, or &sting a t  a later time. 
mese bags could then be frozen 
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Sources have shown that the quantity of urine excreted by a rn per 
day is approximately 3.3 lbm, fecal matter is 0.12 l b m  and that of 
vomitus, if any sickness m u r s ,  is 2.11 l&n (Ref.  16). This gives us a 
total waste weight to provide storeage for in the OTV of 136.80 lbm. 
The LL w i l l  have emergency waste mllection bags but no private area for 
their use. 
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The area of personal hygiene within the OTV wvers several specific 
subjects: clothing, hair brushes, canbs, toothbrushes, toothpaste, 
razors, n a i l  clippers, games, books, magazines, etc. 
divided i n t o  subgmups: 
Clothing w i l l  be relatively l i gh t  since the crew w i l l  be provided w i t h  
optimal environmental wnditions, 
per day. 
belongings (Ref- 10) . 
can be seen in Table 6-2. 
TRe above can be 
clothing and personal hygiene &pent .  
They are allowed 0.88 Ibm per perm 
They w i l l  be allowd the sdme amount for the i r  personal 
The total persanl hygiene weight is 70.4 Ibm and 
They w i l l  be allowed to bring sane of their personal item onto the 
LL to help keep them canlpany-appraximately 2.2 lbm. 
w i l l  be stored m the LL and w i l l  w igh t  110-0 lhm each. 
personal hygiene weight is 448-80 Ibm and can also be seen in Table 6.2. 
Their space suits 
The total 
Tenpera t u r e  
lkmperature is another important parameter for habitability- 
"Discamfort  in the heat or the cold has a deleterious effect on 
performance. 
performance is to be maintained.'' (Ref. 14)  
~hermal comfort is, then, a critical factor if optimum 
The tenperature abaard the 
UIV w i l l  have a thermostatic control to range between 60 and 90 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 
ac t iv i t ies .  
or exercising or raising the  tenperature if a crew mmber is sick. 
This w i l l  allow for Quick tenprature w n t r o l  for different 
Such changes might be lowering the temperature for sleeping 
Fersonal camfort can also be maintained through clothing adjustments. 
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The temperature aboard the LL w i l l  also be regulated around the 
average value of 71 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Humidi t y  
If a camfortable heat balance is maintained, the humidity w i l l  not 
have a strong effect on crew comfort. However, maintaining a relatively 
low humidity is helpful for effective thermoregulation in the case of 
overheating or during exercise. High humidity is also more prone to 
microbial and fungal growth. The optimum for habitability is 10 torr 
(0.19 psi) (Ref. 1 4 )  . The arV water vapr pressure w i l l  be mintained 
between 7 torr and 1 4  torr (0.12-0.27 psi). 
The humidity for the  LL w i l l  be the same as that of the OTV. 
Circulation 
Tb make a l l  these enviroznnsntal parameters w r k  together, a 
p r f u l  circulatim system must be used. 
cleaning and regulating of the OTV atmosphere. 
disinfectants w i l l  clean the a i r  while a radiator system w i l l  u s e  solar 
radiation to heat the air. The circulation system w i l l  have adjustable 
as w e l l  as fixed vents to allow for adjustment of flow an3 to help 
eliminate stagnate pwls. 
T h i s  is important for the 
Filters and 
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when discussing the t h i r d  parameter, food, we must consider 
n u t r i e n t s ,  c a l o r i e s ,  and the types of food and their preparation as well 
a s  their total e i g h t .  
must be provided for are about 17% protein,  32% f a t ,  and 51% 
carbohydrates (Ref.  15) . These n u t r i e n t s  are found in each crew's three 
meal a day d i e t .  These three meals w i l l  provide each with 2800 c a l o r i e s  
per day based an an average weight of a crew mexnber a s  being 180 Ihn. 
menus for the meals can include more than 70 food item and 20 beverages 
(Ref. 11) . These n u t r i e n t s  can be provided for in 6 possible categories  
of food t h a t  can be eaten i n  space. 
below: 
The n u t r i e n t s  needed and their percentages t h a t  
They  a r e  listed and described 
"Intennedia te-mois tur~pre-moked,  thermally stabilized, or fresh 
food w i t h  the moisture wntent reduced so t h a t  the final 
moisture content i s  approximte ly  10 to 20% (such a s  dry- 
roasted peanuts, crackers, and cmkies). 
Dehydrated-ready-to-eat rehydratable foods w i t h  a moisture mntent 
reduced to less than 3% (such a s  cereal ,  scrambled eggs, 
green beans, shrimp cocktail,  chicken and gravy). 
Themstabilized-pre-cmked, thermally processed food w i t h  the 
temperature reduced below 4.4 degrees C (40 degrees F) p r i o r  
to launch to increase shelf l i f e  ( s u d  a s  catsup, jam, 
stew& tumtoes, puddings, ax3 braad). 
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Frozen-pre-moked food with the tenperature reduced below -40 
degrees C (-40 degrees F) before launch to retard spoilage, 
then maintained a t  -23 degrees C (-10 degrees F) i n  freezers 
i n  the orbital cmrkshop (such as filet mignon, lobster 
newburg, and the astronauts favorite, vanilla ice cream). 
Natural form-fresh breads, cookies, and rolls (used an short 
missions) . 
Beverages-rehydratable drinks (such as lemonade, orange drink, 
coffee, tea, and coma) . " (Ref. 10) 
The need for energy largely determines the weight and volume of the food 
supply. 
person per day (Ref. 10) . Haever, each person w i l l  be all- 3.36 lbm 
per day. 
Orv t r ip  equal to 132.0 l h  as seen in Table 6.2. 
up to 185 degrees F and kept kam a t  150 degrees F using heating trays 
Sources have stated a range frum 3.19 lbm to 4.40 l b m  per 
TRis w l d  make the total weight of the food required for the 
E b d  muld be heated 
(Ref. 12) . 
Since the LL mission w i l l  be such a short am, no provisions are 
being made for f&. 
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In the study,  the life support system included the following 
parameters: environment, tater, fd, taste, and personal hygiene 
mnagement (a combination of clothing and personal equiprmt). For 
optimum habitability, a detailed study m u s t  be mde for a l l  the life 
s u p p o r t  system parameters for the specified mission. 
life support is based on 10 day period which allows a three d a y  s a f e t y  
factor. 
i n  case of extreme emergency. 
a s a f e t y  factor of a possible tw day mission. 
TRe OTV mission's 
An additional four day  factor is used for the atmosphere supply  
me LL has a life support system based on 
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